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LECTURE I.

THE PLACE OF ANATOMY IN THE MEDICAL CDREICULFM, AND
DIFFICULTIES IN TEACHING IT.

It has long been the custom of physicians and sumeons
to use the medical journal not only for the discussion of
recognized methods of treatment, but also for givino- pub-
licity to their own special modes of procedure

; indeed itmay be said that the egotism of each writer is one of themam elements that gives life and individuality to his writ-
ings and conduces to change and to progress in his prac-
tice If, conformably with the customs Cf my clinical
brethren, I shall in the following pages give special promi-
nence to my own methods of teaching, I shall hope to es-
cape the charge of mere egotism and be credited with some
enthusiasm for my subject itself and desire for its advance-

it seems well to take a preliminary glance at the posi-
tion anatomy ought to hold in the medical curriculum. It
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2 THE TEACHING OF ANATOMY.

is now fully recognized everywhere that all medicine and

surgery must have a thorough knowledge of anatomy and

jdiysiology as their basis
; but while no physician or sur-

geon will deny this, it might give a better stimulus to the

medical student to acquire with diligence the.se difficult

preliminary subjects, did the chairs of practice of medicine

and of surgery lay more emphasis than is usually done on

these points in diagnosis or in operative work. Too few

of our physicians and surgeons keep up these subjects

themselves, and when a student finds that his teacher of

medicine or surgery either has forgotten his anatomy and

entirely avoids anatomical points, or alludes to them with

that cursory and careless notice that is worse than com-

plete neglect, he very easily comes to consider the anato-

mist and physiologist very nice fellows, but cranks after

all, and regrets that it w^as absurdly necessary to w^aste

so much valuable time on subjects which may be for-

gotten with impunity. It is unnecessary to say that on a

particular knowledge of anatomy and physiology rest all

pathology, physical diagnosis, and intelligent surgery.

Further, anatomical facts are not only difficult to acquire, but

are still more difficult to retain in one’s memory, and there is

no anatomical knowledge of any value unless it be practical.

A man may know the whole of Gray by heart and yet be

no anatomist. The subject, therefore, deserves a place in

the curriculum proportionate to its importance, and such as

shall admit of its slow' and steady acquisition and repeti-

tion by practical acquaintance wdth the dead body. In a

three years’ graded course at least two hours daily should

be devoted to anatomy during the first and second years,

and in the third year—that the student may be made to

revise the facts he has already acquired—a section of the final

examination should be devoted to medical and surgical

anatomy. No dissecting should be done at night. The
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very fact of the practical anatomy being relegated to gaslight
and to the night, when the student is fatigued with the day’s
lectures, diminishes its importance in his eyes. Of this
I shall have more to say by and by ; at present I would only
insist that in a three years’ course two hours a day, during
the hours when daylight is always available, sbould be de-
voted to anatomy, and that of these at least six hours a
week should be devoted to dissecting. In a four years’
course at least two hours daily during the first and second
years should be devoted to dissecting, one hour daily to
lecture demonstration such as I shall presently describe,
and a special course should be given in the third vear on
aphed anatomy. In a three years’ course each student
should dissect the whole body once

;
in a four years’ course

he should dissect the whole body twice, the second practi-
cal course taking the form of dissection to expose special
structures and otherwise having more of a surgical tend-
ency'.

Having touched upon its place in the curriculum, let us
consider the difficulties in the way of teaching this branch
ot medical education.

_

The first difficulty encountered by student and teacher
IS that in most cases at least the student comes totally un-
prepared for the study. To begin with, few students have
any knowledge of Latin or Greek, and it is hard for any
one who has had a classical 1 raining to realize how difficult
It must be for men who do not even know the declension
ot Latin nouns to commit to memory anatomical names,
bhoiild we for this reason adopt the English equivalents «

buch an expedient would give us some uncouth and
unscholarly combinations. The short supinator midit
pass, but the << larger round” or “ larger cylindrical mus-
cle would be a sorry substitute for the teres maior
not to speak of “ the larger anterior straight muscle of
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the head ” for the rectus capitis anticus major. In spite

of modern “ practical ” tendencies, it will never be pos-

sible to dispense with an elementary knowledge of Latin

and Greek as an essential stepping stone to each of the

“ learned professions,” and it must be our aim not to re-

duce the standard of medical terminology to the deficient

educational, acquirements of our students, but rather to

raise the educational standard of our matriculants by re-

quiring a knowledge of Greek and Latin in our entrance

examinations. With the rapid progress of education all

over the United States this should soon be possible.

Then it is exceedingly difficult for the boy fresh from

the u.sual school course, but much more so for the young

man from country occupations, or the store or office, whose

mind has been for some time out of training for study, to

get into the mental attitude necessary for the observation

of anatomical facts or their acquisition and retention. In-

tending students of medicine should always have a prelimi-

nary course in botany, natural history, or biology; and of

these three, biology is perhaps the most important, includ-

ing, as it does, anatomy (macroscopic and microscopic) and

physiology, as seen both in animal and vegetable life.

Thus the views of physical life will be widened and the

eye trained to observe, the mind to collect, arrange, and

picture to itself details of structure.

We can never expect to turn out men of a high educa-

tional standard till our matriculants are required to pos-

sess such a literary and scientific training as I have indi-

cated.

I would have all our great schools create a scientific sec-

tion, in which an elementary training in Latin and Greek

(if not previously acquired), and, as preparatory for a medi-

cal education, an elementary course of physics, chemistry,

and biology should form the stepping-stones from the gen-
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eral education of the school course to the special education

of the medical curriculum.

Students from the country could then be required to

take a year in a high school before entering college. One
would thus limit the number of matriculants

;
but it is

surely quality—not excess in quantity—we want in a pro-

fession that has to deal with the health and life of the com-
munily.

Again, it seems to me that the practice in many schools

of keeping the systematic lectures and the practical course

apart—the lectures being deliv^ered by the professor, the

practical course being entirely in the hands of the demon-
strator, not to speak of the custom of dissectinof at nio-ht

—

raises serious obstacles in the way of the proper teaching
of anatomy. In every large, well-equipped medical school
there are four chairs whose occupants ought to be required
to give their whole time to the subjects and debarred en-
tirely from practice, the emoluments of the chairs them-
selves being accordingly high—namely, chemistry, physi-
®^ogy, pathology, and anatomy Each of these subjects
ought to have thorough practical courses, which the stu-
dents should attend in sections; and each professor should
be free from the trammels of medical practice, that he
might be able to conduct these classes personally and carry
on original investigations in his special subject. In anat-
omy It is especially necessary that the lecture course and
dissecting go hand in hand, and to that end it is essential
that the dissecting be under the personal direction of the
professor.

It is further necessary, especially in a three years’
course, that the students be so divided into sections that
each shall receive lectures on the part he is about to dis-
sect. The student receiving a course of .systematic lectures
on, say, the muscles of the arm, at the same time that he is
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dissecting the leg, and, long before he can verify the text-

book description by his own observations, makes it exceed-

ingly difficult for him to keep up his work, even where his

studies extend over four years and he is less pushed by a

multiplicity of subjects in the minimum of time.

With regard to dissecting at night, it is possible to

conceive how such a practice originated in schools where
the first year’s student takes his whole curriculum of lec-

tures in the first year, attending (I do not say listening to,

far less comprehending) lectures, from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m., on

subjects ranging from chemistry to gynaecology, and repeats

the dose the following year. Here, of course, there could be

no room for two hours’ dissecting daily. But such schools

are beneath contempt, except as means of converting igno-

rance into dollars, and substituting for it an ignorance more
dangerous because possessed of some scientific terms, stock

prescriptions, and the magic letters M. D. Many of such

schools are now on a higher level
;
many, however, are only

wearing the mask of a three years’ graded course, but wear-

ing a mask only, as they still permit (or require) their stu-

dents to take out the whole course of lectures the first year

and repeat them the second and third years. This can not

be called a graded course. But why keejJ up the practice

of dissecting at night ? Where is the student’s time for

reading if he attends lectures all day and dissects from seven

to nine every evening ? Shall we plan our course of in-

struction so that our students shall of necessity be degraded

into mere cramming machines, and we ourselves be no

teachers, but professional crammers ? Truly, we run the

risk, even in a strictly graded three years’ course, of manu-

facturing, not intelligent, thinking men of science, but liv-

ing ])honographs. Speak to them and they receive, turn

on the examination handle and they talk more or less
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glibly
;
but too manj^ of them are phonographs, not minds,

rule-of-thumb physicians, not independent thinkers. Judg-

ing from what I have seen in the South, our students are

fine fellows, hard workers, and thoroughly in earnest
;

let

us not overcrowd them with lectures. The three years’

course should consist only of essential subjects, so care-

fully arranged that there ma}' be sufficient time for prac-

tical work—laboratory and clinical—during the day, and
the evenings may be left clear for reading. Special

subjects should be left to a post graduate course. That the

dissecting should be left to the sole supervision of the

demonstrator is bad in every way. It is bad for the pro-

fessor, for no man can go on giving clear, vivid, masterful
lectures on anatomy long after he has ceased dissectino-, no
matter how well he may once have known the subject. A
lecture on anatomy should give the student a vivid picture
of the main features of the region described

;
it should not

only present to his eye and understanding what is to be
seen, but it should tell him how to see it for himself, and
how to remember it when he has seen it

;
and who can do

this three years after he has left the dissecting room ?

Fuither, the lecture must be the guide, the introduction to
the dissecting table, and this can only be so when the same
mind is the guiding spirit in each department. Nor can any
demonstrator, unless he be also an e.xaminer, maintain com-
plete control over a large class of students; and if there is

any class where complete control is necessary to good uni-
form work it is in the dissecting room. And one man can
not supervise more than thirty dissectors. My demonstrator
and I have the greatest difficulty in superintending efficient-
ly sixty men dissecting at the same time. We have work
enough for several junior demonstrators. Lectures, then,
are nowhere without personal dissection; we can sooner
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dispense with the former than the latter, and let us have at

least six hours weekly, during the best hours of the day,

devoted to practical anatomy. I insist on six hours as the
minimum, and these can only prove sufficient if made thor-

oughly available by some such system as I shall detail in

another paper.

One obstacle in the way of thorough, painstaking dis-

section is imperfect preparation of the bodies. There is

now no excuse for the failure of bodies to keep indefinite-

ly. The subject, with very little trouble, can be kept as

fresh two months after it has been put on the table as

when it leaves the preparing room, and if the body be
properly prepared at first the student may dissect every re-

gion with the greatest deliberation, and keep the part after-

ward in the dissecting room as long as he may wish to

read from it. The dissecting room should be as aseptic as

the hospital operating theater. Any surgeon might pass

from dissecting in my rooms straight to a laparotomy with

none but the usual precautions
;
and there can be no cli-

mate more trying than this of Galveston where heat and
moisture combine to make an ideal nursery for all kinds of

putrefactive organisms.

Another difficulty in the way of teaching anatomy is a

feeling on the part of the majority of physicians and sur-

geons that a minute and accurate knowledge of anatomy is

unnecessary for practical every-day work, that they them-

selves have got on very well with a very superficial knowl-

edge of it
;
and they unconsciously impress the student with

the idea that if once he gets through his examination he

will be able to forget most of it with impunity. Every

teacher of medicine or surgery who is himself a weak

anatomist is bound to foster this idea in the minds of his

students. Nothing stimulates my students more than the
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knowledge which is now widespread among them, that if

in their clinical or operative surgery they make a grave

anatomical error they are l.kely to hear of it smartly. It is

the surgeon and physician among his teachers whom the

student most reveres, whom he takes as his model
;
and he

will measure the amount of anatomy which he deems neces-

sary for professional life by the proficiency in it these

teachers show, notwithstanding all that can be urged by the

teacher of the subject itself.

I would therefore urge on my clinical colleagues the

importance of guarding themselves against getting too
rusty on matters anatomical.

Lastly, among the difficulties in teaching this subject is

the difficulty of giving a systematic course of lectures with
all their dry details that shall keep the students from go-
ing to sleep. During the first year students know too lit-

tle to appreciate “practical points,” and, after all, one
has to travel through much stiff detail before one is re-

freshed by a few points of practical interest. Diagrams
help considerably to fix the attention. Lecturing to a large
class from the dissected specimen is worse than useless

;

one or two men see the dissection, the rest can not see, and
cease making an effort to attend. I have largely got ovev
this difficulty by means which I shall describe more fully
later on. My lectures are regional, my lecture class being
divided up into sections according to the region each is

dissecting, and the lecture to-day is the guide to what the
student is to dissect to- morrow. The lectures are accom-
panied by innumerable diagrams drawn on the blackboard
before the students as I speak, and each student feels
that if he misses a lecture or fails to take down a diagram
he misses an important point in the next day’s dissection.
Ihis often entails my lecturing at four separate hours to
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four separate sectious in one day, but it gives the best re-

sults of any system I have tried, and by its means I can
make a class of a hundred and twenty, and I believe of

any number, do very nearly uniform work, allowing, of

course, for the differing capacity and studiousness of differ-

ent students.



LECTURE II.

METHODS OF TEACHING
;

PREPAEATION OF SPBJECTS FOE
DISSECTION.

In giving the following description of the methods of

anatomical teaching which we use in the University of

Texas it is necessary to premise that we have a three vears’

strictly graded course, the students being required to ad-
here rigidly to the following roster :

First Year,

—

Monday

:

Section work in chemistry from 8
to 11 A. M.

;
in histology, 9 to 11 a. m.

;
anatomy, 11 a. m. to 1

p. M.
,
physiological laboratory, 2 to 4 p. m.

;
physiology, 4 to 6

p.M. Tuesday: General pathology, 8 to 9 a. m.
; section in

histological laboratory, 9 to 10 a. m. : bandaging and minor sur-
pry, 10 to 11 A. M.

; dissecting, 11 a. m. to 1 p. m.
;
section work

in chemical laboratory, 3 to 6 p. m. Wednesday

:

Section work
in chemistry, 8 to 11 a. m.

;
in histology, 8 to 10 a. m.

;
anatomy,

11 A. M. to 1 p. M.
;
history of medicine, 2 to 3 p. m. ; chemistry,

3 to 4 p. M.
;
physiology, 4 to 6 p. m. Thursday

:

Histology, 8
to 9 a. m. ; section in histological laboratory, 9 to 11 a. m.

;
dis-

spting, 11 A.M. to 1 p. M.
;
chemistry, 3 to 4 p. m.

;
physical

diagnosis, 4 to 5 p. m. Friday

:

General pathology, 8 to 9 a. m.
;

section in histological laboratory, 9 to 10 a. m.
;
materia medica’

10 to 11 A.M.
;
anatomy, 11 a. m. to 1 p. m.

;
physiological

laboratory, 2 to 4 p. m.
;
physiology, 4 to 5 p. m. Saturday:

Physics, 9 to 10 a. m.
; dissecting, 10 a.m. to 12 m.

;
materia

medica, 12 m. to 1 p. m.

Second Ykku.—

M

onday

:

Medical clinic from 8 to 9 a. m.
;

surgical operative clinic, 9 to 11 a.m.; pathology fhalf term), 11
A. M. to 12 M.; therapeutics, 12 m. to 1 p. .m.; anatomy, 2 to 4
p. M.; physiology, 4 to 5 p. m.; obstetrics, 6 to 6 p. m. Tues
day: Medical clinic, 8 to 9 a.m.; surgical ward class, 9 to 10
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A. M.
,
pathological laboratory, 10 to 11 a. m.

; obstetrics (half
term), pathology (half term), 11 a. m. to 12 m.

; chemistry, 12 m.
to 1 p. M.

,
dissecting, 2 to 4 p. m.

; surgery, 4 to 5 p. m.
;
prac-

tice of medicine, 5 to 6 p. m. Wednesday: Medical clinic, 8 to
9 A. M.

;
surgical ward class, 9 to 10 a. m.

; pathological labora-
tory, 10 to 11 A. M.

;
chemical laboratory, 11 a. m. to 12 m.

;

therapeutics, 12 m. to 1 p. m.
;
anatomy, 2 to 4 p. m.

; physiol-
ogy, 4 to 5 p. M.

;
practice of medicine, 5 to 6 p. m. Thursday :

Medical clinic, 8 to 9 a. m.
;
surgical operative clinic, 9 to 11

A. M.
;
obstetrics (half term), pathology (half term), 11 a. m. to

12 M.
;
chemistry, 12 m to 1 p. m

; dissecting, 2 to 4 p. m.
;
sur-

gery, 4 to 5 p. M.
;
physiological laboratory, 5 to 6 p. m. Fri-

day: Medical clinic, 8 to 9 a. m.
;
surgical ward class, 9 to 10

A. M.
;
pathological laboratory, 10 to 11 a. m.

; pathology (half
term), 11 a. m. to 12 m.

;
nervous diseases, 12 m. to 1 p. m.

;

anatomy, 2 to 4 p. m.
;
physiology, 4 to 6 p. m.

;
practice of

medicine, 6 to 6 p. m. Saturday

:

A edical clinic, 8 to 9 a. m. :

surgical clinic, St. Mary’s Hospital, 9 to 10 a. m.
;
chemical lab-

oratory, 10 A M. to 12 M.
;
dissecting, 12 m. to 3 p. m.

Thied Year.—Monday: Medical clinic from 8 to 9 a. m.

;

surgical operative clinic, 9 to 11 a. m.
;
special pathology (half

term), 11 a. m. to 12 m.
;
therapeutics, 12 m. to 1 p. m.

;
gross

morbid anatomy, 2 to 3 p. m.
;
diseases c>f children, 3 to 4 p. m.

;

diseases of the skin, 4 to 5 p. m. ; obstetrics, 5 to 6 p. m. Tues-

day

:

Medical clinic, 8 to 9 a m.
;
surgical ward work, 9 to 11

A. M.
;
obstetrics (half term), special pathology (half term), 11

A. M. to 12 M.
;
medical jurisprudence, 12 m. to 1 p m

;
ophthal-

mology, 2 to 3 p. M.
;
diseases of ear, nose, and throat, 3 to 4

p. M. ; surgery, 4 to 5 p. m.
;
practice of medicine, 5 to 6 p. m.

Wednesday

:

Medical clinic, 8 to 9 a. m.
;
surgical ward work,

9 to 11 A M.
;
nervous diseases clinic, 11 a. m. to 12 m.

;
thera-

peutics, 12 M. to 1 p. M.
;
gross morbid anatomy, 2 to 3 p. m. ;

diseases of children, 3 to 4 p. m.
;
practice of medicine, 5 to 6

p. M. Thursday

:

Medical clinic, 8 to 9 a. m. ; surgical operative

clinic, 9 to 11 a. m.
;
obstetrics (half term), special pathology

(half term), 11 a. m. to 12 m.
;
physical diagnosis, 12 m. to 1

P. M.
; ophthalmology, 2 to 3 ]>. .m.

;
hygiene, 3 to 4 p. m.

;
sur-

gery, 4 to 5 p. M. Friday

:

Medical clinic, 8 to 9 a. m.; .surgical
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ward work, 9 to 11 a. m.
; obstetrics (half term), special pathol-

ogy (half term), 11a. m. to 12 m.
;
nervous diseases, 12 m. to 1

p. M.
;
gross morbid anatomy, 2 to 3 p. m.

;
operative surgery, 3

to 5 p. if.; practice of medicine, 6 to 6 p. m. Saturday

:

Clinic

on diseases of ear, nose, and throat, 8 to 9 a. m.
;

St. Mary’s
Hospital surgical clinic, 9 to 10 a. m.

;
gynmcological operative

clinic, 10 A. M. to 12 m.

It will be seen that two hours daily in the first year and
the same time in the second year are given to my subject.

The junior students are required to get aip all the bones
and joints of the body and everything about the upper and
lower extremities

;
the second year’s students get up the

trunk and head and neck, brain, eye, and ear, and the ele-

ments of embryology. To allow the majority of the stu-

dents to gather, the first week of the session is occupied
with lectures and quizzes on introductory matter. As soon
as the class is formed (our matriculation roll is closed two
weeks after the opening of the session) the junior stu-

dents are divided into two sections, the one about to dis-

sect the arm, the other the leg. No student is allowed to

touch a body till he has passed a satisfactory examination
{taken fifty per cent.) on the bones of the p>art he is to dissect,

and the first fortnight after the formation of the class is

occupied in daily lectures and quizzes on the bones.
Believing as I do that a minute knowledge of the bones

must form the foundation of all good anatomy, the teach-
ing on this branch is most thorough, and in his examina-
tion the student is required to mark with chalk most ac-
cuiately the attachments of muscles and ligaments. To
facilitate his studies the bone room is supplied with a set
of accurately painted bones screwed to the tables in re-
volving glass cases, and a well-equipped bone library, if I

may be allowed the expression, enables each student for a
small deposit to take bones home for private study.
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The bone examination satisfactorily over, dissecting com-
mences. The regional method is followed, and a leeture

precedes the dissection of each region, dissecting and lec-

ture days usually alternating. The bodies keep indefinitely,

and it takes till the Christmas holidays for each section to

master the arm and leg respectively. Before the holidays
each man has a written and separate oral examination on
the part dissected, and after the holidays the sections

change their parts, the whole class amalgamating to get up
the skull bones, bones, and joints.

At the close of the session a final examination is held
on the whole work of the year, and a term average of sixty

and final average of fifty per cent, is required to pass to

the following year.

The method of proceeding in the second year is simi-

lar, the sections being abdomen and thorax in one, and head
and neck in the other, and the class amalgamating for the
study of the brain, eye, and ear, and embryology. At the

end of the second year the final examination includes the

whole body, while to insure some revision during the

holidays students on entering the second year must pass

an examination on the work of the previous session.

Preparation of the Bodies .—In the basement of the

building, and connected with the dissecting room by an

elevator for raising the bodies (the elevator also having a

door to permit surgical bodies to be taken to the opera-

tive surgery class), is the preparing room. No anxiety

need be felt about the shaft distributing odors, as there

will be no offensive odor from a properly kept preparing

room.

It should be a large room, with concrete floor sloping

toward a central grating over a drain, with large sink,

abundant water supply and rubber hose to reach at least to

the center of the room. A dissecting table, side table, and
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shelving are necessary; and one or more tanks, according

to the requirements of the school and the supply of bodies.

Here I have to collect bodies all summer that I may have
an efficient supply for the winter.

For the preservation of the bodies I have tried various

fluids. "When I commenced as lecturer on anatomy in the

School of Medicine, Edinburgh, I had at the same time a
considerable obstetric practice, and I at once felt the neces-
sity of thorough preparation of my subjects that I might
be a safe obstetrician.

Glycerin, wood alcohol, and a small proportion (one or
two drachms to each body, I think) of corrosive sublimate
was then being used at Surgeons’ Hall, where I had been
demonstrator. This gave fair but not quite satisfactory

results. I used a quarter of a pound of corrosive sublimate
dissolved in a gallon of wood alcohol, injected by a siphon
apparatus into one common femoral artery at an elevation
of about four feet, another gallon being used the follow-
ing day if the body did not bleach throughout. The body
was then wrapped in a sheet steeped in a strong corrosive-
sublimate solution, and then in waterproof, and placed in a
fairly close wooden tank. The result was an agreeable sur-
prise. The method had the one fault that it whitened the
bodies

;
but that I scarcely counted a fault. The muscles

stood out in their natural prismatic form
;
the relations of

vessels were beautifully preserved; but when the abdomen
was opened the results were magniflcent. The liver, instead
of flopping out on the table when removed, remained Arm
and as perfect in form as one of His’s plaster models;
spleen, kidneys, adrenals, and pancreas maintained their
proper outline. Pathological conditions and even abscess
cavities were as recognizable and as readily investigated
months after preservation as they would have been within
twenty-four hours of death.
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But what was effectual in a cold clinaate proved inelR-

cient where an average winter temperature of V5° and an

atmosphere almost saturated with moisture combine to

foster the growth of fungi. After various trials I have

found the following method gives excellent results : The
apparatus consists of a stoneware jar capable of containing

four gallons, fitted with a wooden stopcock. It can be run

up to the roof by a rope and pulley so as to give the de-

sired pressure. Ten feet of rubber tubing is attached to

the jar, a glass (or hard- rubber) stopcock at the lower end of

the tubing (or a clamp), and another short length of tubing

connecting this with a glass T-tube. The

last should be of the shape and size shown

in the figure that it may fit into a short

slit in the common carotid artery.

In making this tube it is important

that the two bulbs shall be as short as pos-

sible, the distance a b not exceeding an

inch. It is evident that such a tube can

be slipped into the artery through a slit the

ative is forced with equal pressure up and down the ves-

sel. The selection of the artery is a matter of some impor-

tance, and after having tried the common femoral and the

first part of the aorta, I find the right common carotid the

best vessel where only two men are to be put to dissect the

head and neck. The lower carotid triangle of that side is

spoiled, but the other side is available. The artery is

easily found by the dissecting-room assistant after he has

been shown it once
;

it gives a much better chance of in-

jecting the whole body uniformly than any other vessel,

and the internal jugular vein is reached by the same inci-

sion—a matter of some importance, as I shall presently

l5 length of a b, and then the vessel pulled up

on both ends and tied. Thus the preserv-

a
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show.* In addition to the above apparatus, corks to fit the
verticaJ end of the T-tube are necessary; and it is well to
have a piece of straight glass tubing at hand of the widest
possible bore that will pass freely into the internal jugular
vein and long enough to pass down that vessel into the
right auricle. The jar is filled with the following preserva-
tive :

Corrosive sublimate z
yjjj

.

Chloride of zinc z xxviij •

Strong hydrochloric acid 2 j-j
•

'

Water
|

I will discuss the preservative later on, but shall at pres-
ent go on with the process of preparation.

Reflect the skin over the lower end of the right sterno-
mastoid by a V-shaped incision, throw up the sterno-mas-
toid, and expose the common carotid and internal juoular
Make an incision in the carotid just large enough to admii
the T-tube

;
tie it in

;
pass two ligatures under the internal

jugular vein, but do not tie them
;
lay the body down on the

floor and open the vein freely. Now, by raising the legs and
trunk, empty the veins of all the blood that will run out of
the jugular, if necessary passing a tube down into the
heart to dislodge blood clot. Run the air out of your rub-
ber ubing and connect with your T-tube. As the injection
reaches the capillaries it will immediately turn the tissues

the test of the thoroughness of your injection. Muchmore blood will at once be forced out by the jugular vein
;this run, occasionally increasing the intravenous prcs-

* Where it is necessary that the whole head and neck on both sidesbe aval a,lie, the common femoral artery is the best vessel t^iii eel
. . you o not get from it such uniform pressure all over the bodvu,e of the aorta by separating vertically the two m of t estomum gives a very clumsy result, and has never coininenredltself

2
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sure by putting your finger on the vein till the fiuid runs

clear and free from blood
;
then tie both ends of the vein

and go on with the injection. It is better to have from

eight to ten feet of pressure. If the feet do not bleach

readily, raise the whole trunk so as to get as much pressure

as possible on the extremities. The injection finished,

remove the rubber tubing and put a well-fitting cork in the

T-tube. The body may now be put into the tank for three

days. On the fourth day inject the arteries with the col-

ored injection, remove the T tube, tying the vessel, and

shave the body, if that has not been done at first. Now,

if the body is to be dissected at once it may be taken to

the dissecting room the day following the colored injec-

tion
;
but if it is to be kept for some time the brain should

be removed and placed in wood alcohol, the calvarium re-

placed, the scalp stitched up, and the body consigned to

the tank.

The brain will usually keep well if the alcohol be once

changed
;
but if it be not firm and well whitened on its re-

moval from the skull it may be necessary to remove the

pia mater to allow the spirit to penetrate it. Cotton

should be put in the bottom of the jar to support it and

into the great longitudinal fissure and between the cere-

bellum and cerebrum to allow the spirit to reach all its

parts. They are afterward to be distributed to the senior

students for dissection. For ordinary dissecting purposes,

and especially after the body has been injected as above

described, alcohol is the best hardening agent for the brain.

Brains from fresh, unprepared bodies should be injected

twice (at interval of three days) with Muller’s fluid, but not

left longer than two weeks in it, lest they get too brittle.

The hardening should be finished in alcohol.

Preserving Tank .—The nature of the tank will depend

on the climate, the demand for and supply of bodies, and
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the number of bodies that must be kept in stock and the
length of time they have to be kept. In any case the tank
should be made of two-inch planks bolted together and calked
so as to be watertight. It should on no account be zinc- or
lead lined, as even lead will be corroded by the fluids in use.

The length should be just six feet eight inches inside,
and the depth not over three feet, that there may be no dif-
ficulty in lifting the subjects out. It should be raised a
few inches off the ground, and the lid, hinged at the side
next the wall, should be connected to the roof by a rope
and pulley so weighted that one man can raise the lid, which
should then remain open as long as desired. If the climate
be cold it will be sufficient to paint the body with one-in-
twenty glycerin and carbolic acid and wrap it up in a sheet
and waterproof

;
or to wrap it in a sheet steeped in wood

alcohol or in one-per-cent, corrosive sublimate, and water-
proof, special attention being paid to the toes and armpits.
The tank need only have an inch or two of sublimate or
creohn solution in the bottom to keep the atmosphere
damp In such a climate as this, and where bodies must
be collected all summer to supply the winter’s demand
nothing short of immersion will suffice.

'

My pickimg tank is filled with water containing three
ounces of corrosive sublimate, four ounces of alum and
ninety ounces of common salt to each cubic foot of water.
This solution serves for one year, being changed at the end
of the winter session. It need not be thrown away, butcan be filtered through a large piece of flannel and a littlemore salt added. The alum helps to prevent the horny
ayei of the epidermis from separating. The bodies must

* Each body should lie on
may be two luyer.s of bodies.

a light open wooden frame, and tliero
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El'e we pass to the care of the bodies in the dissecting

room let me give a few recipes.

1 . Preserving fluid for injecting into the arteries :

Corrosive sublimate 3 viij

;

Chloride of zinc 3 xxviij
;

Strong hydrochloric acid 3 ij

;

Water 3 ccclx.

For one whole body.

A large porcelain mortar and pestle are used for dis-

solving this and for mixing the paint injection. Grind

the corrosive sublimate to fine powder and dissolve with

the aid of sufiicient water and some of the acid
;
then dis-

solve the chloride of zinc with the rest of the water and

acid, and mix both fiuids together. The excess of acid is

necessary to dissolve any carbonate of zinc that may have

formed. Dry chloride of zinc is difficult to keep. It is

good to weigh it out immediately on receiving it from the

chemists into portions of twenty- eight ounces each
;
add

water and some acid and keep it in solution till required.

I have not had good results with arsenical fluids. The

bodies have not kept so well with me, and I consider the

hardening efiect of the zinc and mercurial salts on the

brain, liver and spleen, etc., of the utmost importance.

2. Coloring mass for arteries

:

Turpentine varnish 3 j

Turpentine 3
'*

1

Boiled linseed oil 3 1

AVhite lead (either in powder or wrought

up with oil as got in the paint stores), lbs. ij

;

Red lead Ib. ss.

;

Lead acetate (sugar of lead) 3 jss.

Grind together in the mortar the lead acetate and red

lead
;
mix this thoroughly with the white lead and then

with the linseed oil and turpentine, additig eacli slowly
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and mixing vigorously. Having got this into a uni-

form paste, and having the syringe, nozzle, etc., all ready

for injecting, add the turpentine varnish, mixing thorough-

ly and quickly; strain through a fine wire strainer, and in-

ject at once. It sets very rapidly after the varnish is added.

This usually makes an excellent injecting mass, and, though
it makes a bad mess if a vessel ruptures during injection

and does not always set well in the largest vessels, it is one
of the best fluids for coarse injection I know of.* The
mortar must be wiped out with sawdust, and it and the
syringe cleaned thoroughly with turpentine immediately
after nse. Of course this (like all other coloring masses)
is thrown in with a brass syringe, considerable but steady
and gradual pressure being used. The syringe is rather im-
portant. The old type of large anatomical syringe is a most
clumsy instrument, recalling the age of the blnnderbuss
among firearms. My own syringe is extremely convenient
and gives perfect satisfaction. Its barrel is eight inches
long, two inches in diameter inside, as light as is consistent
with strength, and holds fourteen ounces. The packing of
the piston consists of tow, which is not so easily put out of
order as a leather packing, and is easily renewed. There
IS a stopcock on the syringe, besides the movable one, which
last should be ground to fit movable nozzles of various sizes
(to suit radial, brachial, and carotid arteries, and one for
the aorta), and should have a groove on it to tie a rubber
tubing on if necessary. The graded nozzles should fit either
on the syringe or on the movable stopcock. Where glass
nozzles, as the T-tube, are used (I use nothing but glass

* There are two kinds of “ turpentine varnish ” available—viz.,
hard oil finish ” and copal varnish

; of these, “ hard oil finish ” gives
the best result. It is well, the first time this mass is tried, to make up
a small quantity in the mortar and watch how it “ sets ”

;
it ought to

acquire a doughy consistence, even under water.
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nozzles, they are so easily made and do not corrode), they

are to be connected to the stopcock by a short length of

stout, unyielding rubber tube.

I should saj'’ that I owe the foregoing recipe for a color-

ing mass to the kindness of my respected teacher, Dr. J.

Macdonald Brown, of Surgeons’ Hall, Edinburgh.

d'he old-fashioned plaster-of-Paris injection is still in

use in some places. It is easily used and is clean
;
but the

vessels so injected are rigid and apt to break. The secret

of success is to use it thin and use it quickly. No color-

ing agent containing an aniline dye must be employed.

They diffuse and stain the tissues all round. Red lead and

vermilion (the latter only for very special purposes) are the

only eligible reds.

In the winter months, in more northern latitudes, the

following gelatin mass might be used. I employed it in

Edinburgh for some time with great satisfaction, it is so

clean and easily used, and demonstrates the vessels, from

the largest to the smallest, so clearly. It does not set well,

however, in latitude 33° N. (or thereabout)

:

Chromate of lead and gelatin mass (from Lee’s Microto-

mist's Vade Mecum).

Take one volume of a solution of gelatin containing one

part of gelatin to four of water.

One volume of cold saturated solution of bichromate of

potassium.

One volume of cold saturated solution of neutral plum-

bic acetate.

Filter the warm gelatin solution through flannel (a wire

strainer will do), and mi.v in bichromate solution. Then

warm almost to boiling point, and add gradually the warmed

sugar-of-lead solution. Inject as hot as the hand can bear.

One body will take from forty to sixty ounces of this mass,

thus requiring five ounces of gelatin. Prepare twenty
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ounces of each of the above solutions and mix as directed.

The arteries, of course, are turned yellow, but it shows out

very clearly.

To Prepare Waterproof Sheeting.—Finding the ordinary

oiled cloth which I could purchase exceedingly liable to

tear, I had a talk with a sailor one time when I crossed the

Atlantic about how he prepared his oiled coat, and have my
own sheets prepared now by the janitor. Wring the sheets

out of strong brine (five pounds of common salt to a gallon

of water). Dry as thoroughly as possible. Then immerse
them in boiled linseed oil, and wring out the excess. Hang
them up to dry in a good airy place, and keep them hang-
ing up when not in use in some convenient place (the roof

of the preparing room). Do not pile them up together or

they may heat and even char. Each body is provided in

the dissecting room with such a waterproof sheet, eight feet

long by six feet broad, and each student must have his part

wrapped in a suitable piece of calico similarly prepared.
The sheets and small wrappers do several seasons.

Fluid for Preserving Tank .—Fill the tank with water to

the desired depth; measnre and calculate the number of
cubic feet of water your tank contains, and to every cubic
foot of water add three ounces of corrosive sublimate, four
ounces of alum, and ninety ounces of common salt, the first

and second in fine powder. Toward the middle of the ses-

sion it may be necessary to add, say, a tenth of the whole
quantity of corrosive sublimate.

One cubic foot of water is rather over six imperial
gallons.

A jar of the same fluid, without the alum, should be
kept in the dissecting room for students to dip the cloths
in with which their parts are protected.



LECTURE III.

THE DISSECTING ROOM
;
PRACTICAL ANATOMY AND LECTURES.

On opening the subject of the dissecting room it may
be well to look at one or two points in the construction of
the building which are necessary to make it what a modern
dissecting’ room should be. The whole or great part of

every modern medical building should be occupied by the

anatomical department, the necessary rooms including a
dissecting room, professor’s private room and private mu-
seum, demonstrator’s room and work room combined, stu-

dents’ room for hats and lockers (two of these if male
and female students are both admitted), a large and small

lecture room (the lecturer’s area of which shall so open on
the dissecting-room floor that bodies can be readily wheeled
from the dissecting to the lecture room), a bone room and
students’ reading museum, attendants’ room and urinal.

The dissecting room should be of a sufficient size to

admit of one table to every five students of the first and
second years, or about thirty tables for a hundred and
si.Kty men, and each table requires at least ten feet

by fifteen feet. Thus a dissecting rpom for a school in

which during the first and second years a total of a hun-

dred and sixty men may be expected to dissect must at

least be forty-six feet wide by a hundred and eight feet

long. This would accommodate three rows of ten tables

each. It must face the north, that in warm climates it

may be cool and that in all climates it may avoid direct

sunlight. The main light must be got from the roof. No
side windows, however high, are capable of giving suffi.
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cient light for dissecting purposes.* It is impossible to

appreciate the importance of this roof lighting till, after

after having dissected in a roof-lit room, you try to dissect
with side lights. For all the more important dissections a
light coming right from overhead is absolutely necessary.
The roof, then, should be one third glass on all sides, all

sides except the north being of obscured glass to disperse
the rays of direct sunlight, and its method of construction
should be such as to afford the minimum of surface for the
lodgment of dust. The room should be one large oblong,
that its whole area may be taken in at one glance, a matter
of great importance in the management of a large dissect-
ing class. The walls to the height of nine feet should be
of glazed brick or cement. For the floor I do not like
asphalt, were it only for its black color, yet, though not
necessary, it is a great advantage to have a watertight
floor sloping to a gutter down one side, and I suppose
asphalt is the only practicable material of which such a
floor can be made (except in the basement). But if the
expense were not so great I should prefer a wooden floor,
with calked seams like a ship’s deck, sloping to a side gut-
ter, so that it could be flushed with water and washed as
easily as a ship’s deck is washed. Conveniently situated
at the side of the room should be twenty or thirty basins
with hot and cold water and suitable towel racks, and near
this a urinal. If ladies are to be admitted there should be
a ladies’ room containing lavatory, cloak room, lounge,
and lockers.

The importance of roof lighting in the construction of all build-
ings for scientific purposes requires the attention of architects. Roof
decoration should be liniited-the more so the better—and with the
e.xception perhaps, of a central dome the rest of the roof should be
glazed The windows could each be furnished with blinds which
coil d be raised with the windows in warm weather, or other means
could be adopted to combine roof lighting with thorough ventilation
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With regard to dissecting tables, though slate tops are

easily kept clean, and can not be cut by the inevitable pock-

et knife of the junior (or senioi', for that matter), they and

their metal frame are exceedingly heavy and very expensive.

Zinc tables corrode readily, lead is too expensive, and I has’e

found a wooden table such as T describe suits admirably, its

only objection being the ease with which it can be attacked by

the before- mentioned pocket knife. The table frame is very

strong and firm, the legs four inches in diameter. The

tops are of hard wood, six feet six inches long by one foot

ten inches wide and an inch and a half thick. The top

slopes toward the center (dip, an inch) and towards one

end (fall, three inches), the height at the higher end being

three feet two inches. A wooden bucket in which some

water is kept is hung on the lower end. The vacant sides

of the room should be occupied by a framework containing

dissections conveniently mounted for reading, as is the

custom in -Scotch dissecting I’ooms.

I shall have more to say of this method of mounting

dissections by and by, as I am not aware that it has been

as yet described; the following will suffice to indicate my

Wail

Vieiv of top of Case.

Fig. 1.

meaning : Take such a region as the popliteal space. The

limb having been injected, a portion is cut, including five

or six inches above and four or five inches below the knee
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Reference tablet'^j^

joint, a firm bandage two inches broad having been previ-

ously applied below the upper point of section and above

the lower to maintain the parts in their proper positions

after section. This is at once transferred to the basin

which is to contain it permanently and covered with a

mixture of one third wood alcohol and two thirds

Avater. The basin may be round or oblong, is of white

glazed earthenware, has a small hole for tilling at the .side

near the top, and has a broad ground brim to which is

fitted a thick plate-glass cover, ground round the edges to

fit it accurately (but half

an inch less in diameter

than the top of basin),

and with another hole

bored at one side for fill-

ing. Proper skin fiaps

are now raised from the

region to be dissected, the

dissection made with the

utmost care, and then care-

fully mounted in the basin

in plaster of Paris. The
dissection is finished un-

der dilute spirit, the ar-

teries painted, parts let

tered for reference, and

the cover fixed on with red

lead and gold size. AVhen
this is hard the vacant space

between the dissection and
the glass, the preparation

being conveniently tilted, is filled with one-to two alcohol
and water, and the basin put in the reading case. The
case is a desk like structure running along the available

Reading Case seen in section.

Pio. 2.
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wall space, with sloping hinged cover like an oldfashioned

desk top, holes being cut opposite the dissections, and suf-

ficient space left between the holes for a book. Within the

case, raised and tilted so as to he nearly flush with the desk

top, the jars containing the dissections are placed. With
reference to these mounted dissections there is this to be
said : They are in no wise intended to supply the place

of personal dissection, nor are they so good for revision

as preparations which the student can handle
;
but they

fill a most important place, especially in a large school.

If they only consist of a complete series of frozen (and sub-

sequently hardened) sections they are invaluable aids to the

student
; but under the heading of “ The Museum ” I shall

have more to say on this matter. Of the larger lecture

room I have little to say
; the modern “ theatre ” Avith ele-

vated seats for the students is the proper type. The lec-

turer’s area must be conveniently arranged for having a

body wheeled in, and the students should not enter through

this area. But this much must be remembered : there must
be no windows behind the lecturer, or the students’ eyes

will be dazzled and they will not see the blackboard. The
whole wall behind the lecturer should be reserved for dia-

grams and blackboards and the corners on each side of the

lecturer in a large classroom should not be occupied by

seats from which diagrams or blackboard will not be plain-

ly visible. A narrow, light, revolving table, si.x feet by

two feet, and a convenient shelf with bo.xes for chalk,

duster, etc., is all the furniture. A desk should be pro-

vided for the students as well as seats—ehairs for the stu-

dents are showy and comfortable, but take too much room.

In a well- ventilated class room we want our students close

beside us when we are lecturing. Of the small lecture

room for tutorials and demonstrations I have something to

say. The principle in the arrangement of this room must
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be that the largest possible number of students should get

a perfect view of the dissection which is being demon-
strated or made the subject of a quiz. It must therefore

be roof lit, the demonstrator’s back being to the wall. The
area must be large enough to contain the revolving table

and leave space to walk round and no larger. The table is

to be a convenient height for the demonstrator to stand

while exhibiting the structure, and the students’ seats are

to be arranged as close together and at as steep an incline

as possible. We do not want a magnificent classroom
where the student can comfortably go to sleep, but where
only the front rows can see anything. The professor’s

private room, work-room, and attendant’s room should all

have a water supply, the first a toilet basin, the last two
that and a large glazed sink

;
while in the last, in the south

at least, a tank sufficiently large to contain one body would
be a valuable adjunct, as a body or limb will get fungi on
it occasionally, and it ought then to be at once immersed
over night in a strong antiseptic. The students’ cloak
room should contain as many lockers as there are students,
size of each locker one cubic foot and numbered, the same
number being printed on a corresponding hat hook. It is

probably best to let each student provide himself with a
keyed or combination padlock

;
no lock will keep out the

thief in the class, and in every large class there is always
one of that objectionable species. The bone room and
students’ reading museum should be a large, well-lit, com-
fortable room, and in this, or the demonstrator’s or pro-
fessor’s room should be the bone library. My own bone
library is in my private room (which is also my head dem-
onstrator’s room and woi'k room, as I prefer to have them
all together). A little shutter is opened to communicate
with the borrower, and on either side the bones are ar-
ranged in proper compartments ready to the librarian’s
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hand. Each student makes a deposit, and may have one
or two bones at a time. His deposit is returned if his ac-

count be square at the end of the session.

All these rooms.must be on the same floor as the dis

secting room, and this, of course, should also communicate
with the preparing room in the basement by an elevator.

Dissecting .—Which method of dissecting shall we fol-

low, the systematic or the regional ? This is the first

question requiring decision, and it were better that the

matter were fairly weighed and not left to custom to settle.

First, I would lay down" the principle that whichever

method is to he pursued the student should be made to

pass an examination on the bones of the part he is to dis-

sect before being allowed to touch a scalpel. An accurate

knowledge of the bones is an absolute essential to all good
anatomy, and no superficial knowledge should be accepted.

The student should be required to mark accurately in chalk

the bony attachment of each muscle and ligament
;
to know

the position and relations of the epiphyseal lines
;
to acquire

a broad idea of the times of ossification
;
and to recognize

bony prominences under the skin. He should know the

skull bones thoroughly both separately and articulated, and

should get up as a basis of more rational knowledge every

foramen and what passes through it. No student who
fails to take fifty per cent, in a rigid practical examination

on the bones of his part should be allowed to commence
dissecting till he has mastered them. It is absolutely im-

possible to read the muscles intelligently till the bones are

perfectly familiar. So important do I consider the skeleton

that I consider a private disarticulated set of bones as neces-

sary to each student as his books
;

but a bone library

will be the next best thing to supply the deficiency, and

each student should be taught to mark the muscles on the

bones as he reads from the diagrams in his books or
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from painted bones under glass in the bone room. Col-
ored chalks are the best thing to use (blackboard chalks,

not chalk pencils), and the old marks may be readily re-

moved by a little hydrochloric acid.

I object to the systematic method of dissecting, where
the student first dissects the muscles, with little or no atten-

tion to vessels and nerves, and makes a second dissection of
vessels and nerves, and I prefer the regional method, and
that for the following reasons ;

1. With proper preparation of the bodies it is not neces-
sary that the student should hurry over his work that the
part may be got off the table. There is no reason why a
part should not keep well for si.x months or more. Speed,
then, is no argument in favor of the systematic method.

2 . The systematic method involves a great waste of
material. This may not matter where material is unlim-
ited, but is an insuperable objection where bodies are
short of the demand. I believe that deficiency in material
gave rise to the regional method of dissecting.

3. The systematic method begets a careless habit of
dissecting. It is scarcely possible to teach the student to
disregard vessels and nerves in his first dissection and at
the same time to clean his muscles thoroughly, while in
his second dissection it is impossible to thoroughly clean
vessels and nerves, removing all cellular tissue and fat
from around them and defining them, without cleaning
the muscles, and this involves careless work or waste of time.
That one may get a proper view of any muscle it is necessary
to thoroughly remove its fascia propria

;
to get a proper

idea of a vessel’s relations it must be studied when as little
disturbed as possible and also when thoroughly cleaned.
Nothing so trains the hand to good surgery as careful dis
secting; therefore let us teach our students to work care-
fully, thoroughly, and accurately from the beginning.
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4. The systematic method does not so thoroughly fix

the relations of the parts in the student’s mind as the re-

gional method. The relations of the parts to each other is

the very foundation of the regional method
;
every step in

the dissection requires the observation of a relation. And
the relations of parts to each other and to the surface of

the body are at once the most important and most difficult

of recollection among anatomical facts. For the acquisi-

tion of such knowledge there is no comparison between the

two methods, the regional being by far the best. "Were

time, patience, and the supply of bodies unlimited, the best

way to get up anatomy might be, first, to dissect the body
systematically, then by regions, then to study it by sec-

tions, and lastly to make a series of dissections to expose

important surgical structures. But “ art is long and time

is fleeting,” so we must acquire the most knowledge possi-

ble in the shortest time.

5. While it is undoubtedly easier to acquire anatomical

facts by systematic dissection, it does not follow that the

knowledge thus obtained is longest remembered
;
on the

contrary, I feel sure that the slow and laborious dissection

of the body by regions will impress the facts on the stu-

dent’s mind more indelibly than any other method.

6. By regional dissection the student sees the parts as

nearly as possible such as he shall meet them in the operat-

ing room. Therefore I would have him examine each re-

gion as carefully as possible when the parts are least dis-

turbed. The axilla should be cleared of its fat and the

main relations studied before the pectoralis major is re-

flected
;
the cubital fossa and popliteal space should be

studied before the front of the arm and back of the thich

have the skin reflected from them.

The next question for decision is how, in a strictly

graded two-years’ course of anatomy, to best divide the
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subject. My present method is to make my juniors get up
the whole arm and leg (including bones, joints, and soft
parts) and the bones of the trunk and head. This, where
only two hours daily are given to the subject, leaves’ only a
little time over at the end for revision (our session is seven
months), but if I had any time over I would give a superfi-
cial sketch of the thoracic and abdominal organs to prepare
them for their lectures on practice of medicine and surgery in
the second year. In the second year they get up the trunk,
head, and neck, brain, eye, and ear, and the elements of em-
ryology. This was the division of the subject made by the

Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, Edinburgh, for
their first and second professional examinations, except, of
course, that in the second examination the whole body ’was
included, and I have adhered to it. I think it the best di-
vision for the following reasons: The anatomy of the ex-
tremities is especially suited to juniors because it is very
definite and easily verified by dissection. There is noth-
ing so fixed and definite and readily demonstrable about
the abdomen and thorax, and while it would be well that
the student should as quickly as possible master these re-
gions to prepare him for his physiology, etc., still I feel
confident that they do not afford the same field for accu-
rate training in anatomical methods as the extremities do.
llien the head and neck are too hard for the junior To
carry out my method of teaching I have found it best to
appoint two juniors to each arm and leg, two seniors to
the trunk, and two seniors to the head and neck. The
brains I remove immediately after the bodies are injected
harden them, and give them to the seniors to dissea later
on. Ihc two men on the trunk dissect opposite sides
Riosc on the head dissect the same side together, as it is
impossible for two dissectors to work on the head at thesame time. Ihc rule is that the two companion dissectors
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shall dissect and read in turns. When a body is brought

up, blocks are arranged on the table below the shoulders

and pelvis
;
over these is thrown a large oiled sheet, and

over this a sheet wrung out of a chloride-of-zinc and cor-

rosive-sublimate solution. In these the body is wrapped.

As soon as the parts are distributed it is the duty of each

student to wrap up his part in a separate wet cloth and

oiled wrapper, paying especial attention to hands and feet.

Throughout his dissection he is instructed to expose as

little as possible and to rub the dissected part frequently

with carbolic-acid glycerin (1 part in 10). This is all that

is necessary to keep the parts indefinitely. The parts

being wrapped up, the body is first tied in the lithotomy

position for the dissection of the perinaeum by the trunk

men, and till this is finished no other dissection can pro-

ceed. For the rest, my method is similar, with minor va-

riations, to that described in Ellis, Holden, Heath, or

Cunningham. I find Ellis and Cunningham too much for

the ordinary junior, but invaluable to the advanced stu

dent, while, on the whole, I prefer Heath for ordinary

students’ purposes.

Now comes the problem how to deliver a course of lec-

tures which shall assist the student in his practical work,

for undoubtedly the dissecting-room work is the most im-

portant, and lectures will be most successful if the student

finds in them the best aid to his dissecting, and if they as-

sist him in getting up and retaining what he daily finds

with his scalpel. I do not believe much in systematic lec-

tures on anatomy where the student’s time is at all limited,

as it is of necessity in a three-years’ course. It is exceed-

ingly difficult to maintain the attention of the majority un-

less each lecture can have some bearing on their practical

work
;
and if time be at all pressing, it is hard for the aver-

age student to keep up his reading both with a systematic
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and a practical course. In the endeavor to keep my stu-

dents dissecting with uniformity, I devised the following

method when my class was small, and T have now verified

that, though with a large elass it is laborious, yet it is

practicable, and teaches more anatomy in a given time than

any other method I have tried or am acquainted with.

The time at my disposal is, for junior students, two hours

daily (11 a. m. to 1 p. m.), and for senior students two
hours daily (2 to 4 p. m.). On Saturdays the hours are

earlier, Saturday afternoon being a half holiday. My
junior students are divided into two sections, those dis-

secting the arm and those dissecting the leg. On Monday
I lecture to the arm section from 11 a. m. to 12 m., while
during the same hour my demonstrator has a quiz class

with the leg section on the previous day’s work
;
from 12

M. to 1 p. M. I lecture to the leg section, and my demonstra-
tor quizzes the arm section. On Tuesday both sections

will dissect what I have leetured on. If necessary, two
lecture days or two dissecting days may be made to follow
each other. I have proved that this is a good practical

method with a class of over ninety juniors and with a cor-

respondingly lai'ge senior class. My lectures are therefore
lectures on regional anatomy, conveying instruction for the
following day’s disseetion, describing its salient points, and
giving the student diagrams to assist his memory, calling

his attention to points of applied anatomy
;

telling him, in

fact, what to look for, how and where to look for it, and
how to fix it in his memory. In my lecture class I do not
use dissections, for few ean see them, and their use is else-

where. I depend entirely on diagrams, and these I always
draw before the class. There is no comparison as regards
usefulness between the diagrams drawn before the class
and the finished picture hung up on the board.

One great advantage is tliat, once get him impressed
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witli tlieir utility, and tlie poorest draughtsman in the

class will try to copy your diagrams, and when the anatomy
student begins to make his own diagrams, however rude
they be, he has got on the right track for a sound ana-

tomical training, hor those lecturers who are not ready
draughtsmen, I would advise the use of separate black-

boards with outlines of bones painted on them permanently
in white.

Let me explain their use first, and then I will show how
such blackboards can be cheaply constructed. Suppose a

lecture on the gluteal region. Have prepared two, or at

most three blackboards, with outlines of the bones. .1 out-

line them myself in white chalk as I want them, glancing

at the skeleton as a guide. Draw in first before the class

the greater and lesser sacro-sciatic ligaments; next mark
faintly in colors the origins and insertions of all the mus-
cles, asking, if you like, members of the class to name them
as you put them in

;
guided by these, fill in the deepest mus-

cles; then on the top of this put in vivid colors the main
vessels and nerves

;
now cover these up with the glutad

medius and maximus, and you have given your students a

general view of the region. Do this now in the reverse

order and in more detail, making a separate picture of each

stage of the dissection, supplementing with simple outline

diagrams of the gluteal and sciatic vessels and another of

the sacral plexus, and the students who take down each of

these diagrams and follow your descriptions feel that they

know something about the region. I find that men who

despair at first of drawing anything soon take down my
diagrams pretty well

;
but the work would be greatly fa-

cilitated by supplying the students with a series of outlines

to be filled in.

The blackboards can be made cheaply in any number.

Procure some cheap floor cloth, cutting it into the requisite
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number of sheets, all of tlie size most convenient for an
average diagram (all must be exactly the same). Paste on
one or both sides of these a sheet of prepared blackboard
cloth, using a paste made of flour paste and glue

;
put

brass eyelets, such as are used for sails or horse covers, into
the two upper covers, and you have as many handy black-
boards as you may wish. Have an easel and common
blackboard with two nails to stretch the one you are using
on, and when you are done with it hang it up on two con-
venient nails on the class-room wall. Outlines painted on
these in white oil colors, or in a mixture of gold size and
zinc white, will remain permanent and allow any amount of
chalk work.

When my arm and leg sections have flnishing dissect-
ing these parts their work is reversed, and the same course
renewed. So the seniors are divided into a trunk section
and a head and neck section, while all the juniors join for
the joints and skull bones, and all the seniors are taken to-
gether for brain, eye, and ear. Now I would submit that
such a series of lectures is much more useful to the stu-
dent than an attempt to go systematically through Gray,
repeating carefully, for example, the origin and insertion of
every muscle, its action and nerve supply, even though we
show each point described on dissection, skeleton, model,
or finished drawing.








